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Minutes of KGES Meeting No. 261, Thu 03 Jun 2021, 19:30 @ Kempton Steam Museum 
 
Present: Stephen Fielding (Chair), John V Barnes, Bernard Chorley, Ellie Quick (Minutes), Bill 
Salkilld, Jerry Scholefield, Martin Wicks 
Apologies: Richard Abbott 
 
1.0 Minutes of Previous Meeting 
1.1 Approved 
 
2.0 Progress on No. 6 and Boiler Works 
2.1 JS has assembled valve onto t-piece and hydrotested it, it is achieving well over 200 PSI 
and holding tight. The boiler could be back in action next Thursday in a workable (if not ideal) 
condition. It will be steam tight and Sodium Metabisulphite can be added directly into the hot 
well without stopping steaming. JS will be pH testing before and after. 
2.2 Repaired casting will be picked up next week. 
2.3 The engine will be test run on Thu 17 Jun 21. 
 
3.0 Trust Matters  
3.1 Focus is on constitution and bringing documentation up to current standards.  
3.2 Nick Reynolds is asking for comments/complaints for Thames Water to be made known 
to him so that he can relay them, JVB has reminded him about the roof leakage. 
 
4.0 June Opening and COVID prep 
4.1 An informal meeting of the reopening sub-committee was held over Zoom last Friday to 
establish what needs to be done. The engine house needs a fair amount of tidying before it 
will be presentable, everyone to be encouraged to down tools from Thurs in order to pack 
away tools and equipment and clean everything up. 
4.2 JVB, MW and SF are creating self-guided tour book and one-way system. 
4.3 EQ and JVB to coordinate necessary refreshment items and Costco card for EQ.  

ACTION 260.4.3 JVB EQ 
4.4 MW to create risk assessment.                                                                     ACTION 260.4.4 MW 
4.5 The new Merlin EPOS system for tickets has been set up, sales creeping up. SF has not 
pushed hard on marketing due to the Delta variant, it is being marketed more as an open 
weekend with full intention to run the engine.  
4.6 Acquisitions: SF has acquired x5 7ft heavy duty benches for £1200 to go outside, the 
suppliers have promised they will be delivered the week before steaming weekend. MW has 
acquired the hand sanitising stations. New range of merchandise with the illustrations of the 
engine on has arrived and we have five new interactive terminals with software licenses 
nearly ready to go.  
4.7 Guided Tours: After some discussion, it was agreed that guides could decide for 
themselves how many people they were comfortable taking on a tour during their timeslots. 
Mandatory masks/visors will be dependent on national guidelines. 
4.8 Future Events: Future steaming weekend dates are available on our website. We will be 
participating in Open House London this year as usual on 04/05 Sep and we will review a 
potential future car show after steaming weekend.  
4.9 JVB has printed new volunteer badges. 
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4.10 It was decided that the 2020 leaflets are to be recycled but the layout will be reused for 
2022. 
4.11 Tue 15 Jun - meeting with MWRS about the Delta variant in Hounslow to discuss the way 
ahead. BC and SF to liaise.                                                                               ACTION 260.4.11 BC SF 
4.12 TW has been informed that we will not be providing security for the steaming weekend.  
 
5.0 Safeguarding Policy 
5.1 MW to build safeguarding policy using MWRS framework.                    ACTION 260.5.1 MW 
 
6.0 Insurance 
6.1 Renewal on 01 Jun 21. 
6.2 We have moved to a new underwriter (Ecclesiastical), approved by the Trust. 
6.3 MW to ensure liability age coverage is appropriate.                                 ACTION 260.6.3 MW 
 
 
7.0 Reports: Circulated prior to meeting, see attached. 
7.1 Financial Report: MW to chase WorldPay. 
7.2 Health & Safety Report: Some kind of protective gauntlet is required for angle-grinder, JS 
still investigating possibilities.                                                                                 ACTION 260.7.2 JS 
7.3 Electrical Report (WiFi): visitor wireless access is now redundant as we are not using QR 
codes, and with the potential for possible misuse, BS proposed disconnecting visitor WiFi and 
rewiring the volunteer WiFi so that it will be on all the time.                         ACTION 260.7.3 BS 
7.4 Electrical Report (Fixed electrical installation test): After some discussion it was decided 
that it would be best to put this out to a contractor. BS to look for supplier and find a rough 
cost, SF to contact Historic England to see if they have any suggestions to assist in 
this.                                                                                                                        ACTION 260.7.4 BS SF 
 
8.0 AOB 
8.1 Table of electrical odds and ends in car park to be tidied up and have clearer signage to 
indicate that people are free to help themselves (and leave a donation).                                                       
ACTION 260.8.1 BS 
8.2 JS timed oil getting from reservoir at top of engine to gearboxes - oil procedure to be 
altered as it took over 14 minutes.                                                                        ACTION 260.8.2 JS 
8.3 BS has had email from Alan Staines, he currently has a few jobs on but will be able to work 
on the chairlift after that - unlikely to be done for June, however. 
8.4 SF and MW hoping to put display of things related to boilers in the cupboard to the left of 
the water board gauge where lamp store previously was. It’s likely this will not be ready for 
June, but it will be done over the summer.                                                  ACTION 260.8.4 SF MW 
8.5 The question of where volunteers will change and eat was raised — depending on 
government guidelines we will likely be able to use the cabin as usual weather permitting, we 
may also be able to sit outside. Moving to officially scheduled lunch breaks was also 
suggested, if the number of people in the cabin has to be regulated. 
 
9.0 Next Meeting: Tue 20 July, 10:00 @ Kempton Steam Museum. All members are asked to 
distribute a brief report on their area before the meeting.  

 
Signed: ………………………………………… (KGES Chairman)         Date:    ………………………………………… 
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MECHANICAL NOTES FOR THE KGES COMMITTEE MEETING OF 4/6/2021 

 

1) No. 6 Gearboxes – now reassembled with the coupling shaft connected so the engine can now 

be rotated. The replacement pinion gear delivery is delayed but will not cause us any problems. 

 

2) No.6  Camshaft couplings – excess free play has been taken out of the expansion joints with 

suitable shims so reducing one possible source of backlash. 

 

3) No. 6 LP Cam box – during the final stage of reassembly, one of the three castings holding the 

inlet cam adjustment system, suffered damage in the form of a thin section breaking from the main 

body. This has been taken for repair but it would still be possible to run the engine without it. 

 

4) Turbine Floor between No.9 turbine pumps and the stand-by generator – the tiles and cast 

iron rim are now replaced and the treadplate cleaning and repainting is almost complete. 

 

5) Turbine Floor Railings – some further testing for the best way of lifting & replacing is still 

required but they can be left safely in place for the open weekend. 

 

6) Boiler Feed Water “T” Piece – still sourcing a coded welder with the correct qualification for 

the small diameter (1/2” BSP) pipe we need welding. However, we can add the sodium metabisulphite 

to the hot well on a temporary basis so the engine can still be in steam for the end of June. 

 

RESTORATION 

 

1) The compressed air supply to No.7 barring engines is almost complete and is at the testing 

stage. 

 

2) More Volunteer Effort is required alongside Alan & Colin as the de-rusting and paint prep 

stage on the crosshead level is very involved. 

 

jbs 
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Reopening sub-committee and marketing report 

Ticket sales  

The Merlin ticketing system is now fully operational. Ticket sales up to 9pm on Wednesday 

2nd June: 73 tickets. Current tickets sales revenue: £495.50. 

New Website 

The new KSM website is now fully live with all hidden pages now revealed. 

Refreshments 

John Barnes and Ellie Quick are working together to research and acquire suitable items for 

consumption. Ellie Quick is to be given a museum Costco card to facilitate this.  

Merchandise  

A selection of merchandise has been acquired from Star Editions using the illustrations 

created by Stephen Millership. These items have been registered in the Merlin EPOS system 

to make purchases easy. Current expenditure on merchandise: £711.57.  

Benches 

Five heavy duty 7’ picnic benches have been acquired from a company called MG Timbers. 

They are due for delivery early in the week beginning 21st June. They will require assembly 

which is quick and straightforward. Parasols are also being acquired. Current expenditure on 

benches £1,232.50. 

Hand sanitising stations 

Several hand sanitising stations have been acquired and constructed by Martin Wicks. These 

will be distributed around the museum closer to reopening. 

Self-guided tour 

A one way route around the engine house has been devised with the most notable aspects 

selected for inclusion into the self-guide book. The text for the book has been written by 

John Barnes. This project is ongoing. 

Marketing 

The upcoming steaming weekend is currently being marketed on Facebook and Instagram 

only. The event has been promoted with the tagline: 

‘We're very pleased to announce that we will be reopening the museum on the 26th & 

27th June!  

Advance booking for this event will be required to ensure the museum does not become 

overcrowded. Please visit www.kemptonsteam.org to book tickets. 

We fully intend to have the Sir William Prescott engine in steam on this weekend. Please 

note that if current major engineering works overrun significantly we may not be able to 

run the engine on these dates.  

We can't wait to welcome you all back.’ 

Two promotions are running simultaneously. One is aimed at promoting our website and the 

other to promote the Facebook page. One ad is running for the next seven days and the 

second for the next fifteen days. Total expenditure upon completion of ad campaign: £110. 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.kemptonsteam.org%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0FcOEH_E4TXBw4d0po8F2Oo_QuwYLo10JGwYg65Sd2D3uGsiY22OY9D14&h=AT1hetNB9PJEFwRN5lPkWEfXf3Ma6gmxG2rb5ITWIY8wt1DtoPsixhYH62BtbHKOrGLytAznAYDii6EG1Mo_W-w7NCFd1X8-sGl-EaB2RHQc_tI1qyrBW5BvLmiPliGr8Eb0vds5-vg7YbtLxRFUnvs8Ww&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3st-MwLRnV9G7lprq0O8w6YSbazGqmR3XhL6pDf0SFyoW-ngZFO8ufi-UnbgdNNUvAQ2Cf8RLww7o0GBfbuMxKvHYvdLK5UfmRPjTPMyqUw6-xxu33e5Rq3RtnxRVDwnCz8EQ4UT8dlnZXEPTkuOyX8sMvKGA-sjtN9_H7WHBbx6ub4ilpCzr1oDOxXFACCw2_zSo
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When we have a better understanding as to whether No.6 will be in operation, further 

advertising directed more at the steaming weekend will be instigated.   

Artwork 

The new promotional poster has been modified to make it flexible for future events and 

marketing. The three versions for marketing are below. A version suitable for sale has also 

been created. The three versions have cost £100.  

 

 

Stephen Fielding 2nd June 2021. 
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 KEMPTON GREAT ENGINES TRUST    

 
Second Quarter 
2021      

  Accounts handled by Society at  02.06.21    

  
2021 
Total 

Quarter 
1 

Quarter 
2 

Quarter 
3 

Quarter 
4 

 TRUST INCOME VIA SOCIETY TREASURER including  via Society account   

Donations  20.00 20.00 0.00   

Admissions  528.00 0.00 528.00   

Parties & meetings  0.00 0.00 0.00   

Guest Drivers  0.00 0.00 0.00   

Shop Takings  15.00 0.00 15.00   

Refreshment Profit  0.00 0.00 0.00   

Raffle Profit  0.00 0.00 0.00   

Filming  0.00 0.00 0.00   

  0.00 0.00 0.00   

       

Total Trust Income  563.00 20.00 543.00   

       

EXPENDITURE FOR TRUST BY SOCIETY TREASURER including via Society 
account   

Promotional Costs  4269.99 4169.99 100.00   

Museum costs  1884.29 416.07 1468.22   

Volunteer expenses for 
filming  0.00 0.00 0.00   

Shop purchases  805.42 0.00 805.42   

Bank charges  40.00 32.00 8.00   

Telephones  1735.14 1735.14 0.00   

Credit card charges  227.83 80.97 146.86   

Rent  437.50 437.50 0.00   

Public liability insurance  569.30 455.44 113.86   

Engineering Building & Paint 295.02 0.00 295.02   

 Mechanical 4606.37 4432.03 174.34   

 Electrical 489.67 36.24 453.43   

 Health & Safety 883.88 55.68 828.20   

 Tools 66.31 0.00 66.31   

 Miscellaneous 199.38 144.85 54.53   

Railway Donation 0.00 0.00 0.00   

  0.00 0.00 0.00   

Capex Website 1323.00 1323.00 0.00   

 Chair lift 0.00 0.00 0.00   

 Legal fees 6180.00 6180.00 0.00   

 Interactive displays 5278.47 2100.00 3178.47   

 Lighting project 1274.36 0.00 1274.36   

 Tea Bar equipment 98.40 0.00 98.40   

Total Trust Expenditure  30664.33 22105.98 8558.35   

       

Trust Income - Expenditure  
-

30101.33 
-

22085.98 
-

8015.35   

       

Transferred from deposit account 30654.93     
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Kempton Steam Museum 

 

Health and Safety Report for KGES Committee Meeting 3rd June 2021 

Martin Wicks, 2nd June 2021 

 

1. Issues and Incidents 

 

A volunteer sustained a minor cut to a thumb when an angle grinder slipped in his hands. The 

volunteer was wearing gloves but they were not sufficient to fully protect from injury. Better 

quality cut resistant gloves have been obtained and will be issued to volunteers using angle 

grinders etc. 

 

A second volunteer also sustained a minor hand injury. This required no specific follow on 

action. 

 

Both injuries were treated on site and recorded in the accident book. 

 

2. Ongoing 

 

1. As part of preparation for reopening an exercise to assess the number of people that could 

be accommodated within the building under several social distancing regimes has been 

undertaken. This has been used to decide on the number of tickets made available to 

visitors. 

 

2. The north and south basement windows have been freed up and fitted with ropes so that 

they can be opened to improve ventilation in the building. Representatives from a firm of 

building consultants paid a brief visit to the museum to provide some general advice on 

improving ventilation. They immediately rejected the idea of any form of mechanical 

ventilation on the basis that it would not be practical to install in such a large building 

whilst complying with listed building requirements. (And the associated energy costs 

would be prohibitive.) 

 

The recommended method to improve ventilation was quite straightforward; restore the 

main windows to their original configuration when the centre and top semicircular panels 

could be opened. 

 

3. Water Ingress – no progress to report. 
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Electrical report  

02/06/2021 (updated 03/06/2021) 

 

Completed 

Compressor stop start buttons and working lights, Item closed.  

Crane control replaced. Item closed. 

 

In progress 

Visitor wireless access point 

The archive office network wiring has now checked and simplified, it has been established that the visitor wireless access 

point is no longer required and might be open to misuse by visitors so, subject to committee approval, this will be removed 

and the volunteer wireless access point will be wired to be permanently on. Action with BS. 

MAR diagnostic lights 

Lights now to hand awaiting install, Circuit diagrams to be revised. Action with BS 

Triple house lighting project. 

Good progress has been made on the “House lights” conversion to corncob and with the addition of LED up lighters and 

remote control. A working example can be seen in the electrical workshop if anyone is interested Action JB DL BS 

Access arrangements for the underside of the gallery still to be resolved. Action BS 

Ladies toilets reconfiguration near completion. Action JB DL 

Wheelchair lift 

Although this is near to completion no work has been carried out since the start of the current lockdown. BS is shadowing 

AS who is in the last stages of wiring and testing. BS to prepare operation and servicing manual, I have received an email 

from Alan Staines “Finishing two projects at present will be available in a couple of weeks”. 

 

 

Unchanged since the last report 

Action BS and AS 

NI CAD battery  

This is a long term and project to de commission the battery and preparer it as an exhibit.  Action DW 

Railway workshop (Hounslow hall) 

Not started. 

Gallery emergency lighting 

The proposal is to replace the existing computer UPS with a purpose built system, it is believed that Martin Wicks has a 

quote for a suitable system. BS to check with MW.  Action BS  

Emergency light under the turbine floor 

It is proposed that a central battery system should be purchased to supply all of the existing lights. More investigation is 

needed. Action JB BS 

Permanent supply for the small lathe. 

As there are no spare ways on the fuse board the plan is to install a supplementary fuse board. This will also enable 

separation of the MAR and foyer circuits.  Action JB 

 

New 

Fixed electrical installation test. The insurance renewal has highlighted the need for a fixed electrical installation test to be 

carried out and for PAT testing to be up to date. Apart from making the time to do it, the PAT testing is straightforward. The 

fixed electrical installation test presents more of a problem. There are several options: 

 Do it ourselves, the requirements do not appear to be very arduous, we have the skills and probably the equipment 

and it appears at a first look that we only have to check physical condition, earth bonding, polarity and Integrity of 

ring main circuits.  There would be a question of the legal responsibility of the signatory to any test report. (I 

would like to thank MW who has ordered a copy of the guidance notes from the IET ) 

 Ask TW to do it or organise it. Obviously difficult with no manager in post. 

 Pay a specialist to do the work. Diane remembers organising this at a primary school (18 classrooms) it took about 

a day and cost around £500, if it is a cheap and quick as this it is the obvious choice. 

 We should consider contacting Historic England as they may be able to provide some guidance or suggest a 

company to carry out the tests. 

 
Bill Salkilld 02/06/2021 
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Richards report by email 

 

 We have had three new members join in May, one individual, one family and one life, 

giving net proceeds £270.98 . However I was unable to transfer this money from 

PayPal to the KGES bank account. PayPal says that transactions are limited until 

action is taken to resolve some issues. Unfortunately the account will not allow me to 

correct the issues and I can't even see what they are, it may just be that some contact 

details need adding or confirming. This inability may be because I am not the account 

holder and am just set up with secondary access. I have asked John Barnes, who is the 

account holder, to see if he can resolve the issues and make the transfer and am 

waiting to hear back from him about this. 

 I have renewed our membermojo account for another year, this cost £75.00.  

 I have prepared a museum re-opening written letter and booking form to go out to our 

members who do not use email, this is attached. If the committee is happy with this I 

will get these in the post by Saturday. There are 24 required. 

 I will be meeting with two members from Arts Richmond at the museum next 

Tuesday morning to re-start planning for the Artist of the Year competition. 

 I still feel that the website membership page should display a bit more information 

about membership, please see the attachment containing my proposals for this. I 

would appreciate some feedback on whether or not these proposals are acceptable. 

 

 


